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4-H Virtual Fair Results

**Window Display:** Aidan Beesley- Purple, Grand

**Fashion Revue Buymanship:** Brooklyn Campbell- Purple, Grand, Grace Theurer- Purple, Grand, Aidan Beesley-Blue, Grand

**Foods:** Blayr Nance- Blue, Kelly Theurer- Blue, Lorelei Stafford- Purple, Grand, Jacee Theurer- Blue, Gavin Beesley- Purple, Aidan Beesley- Purple, Reserve, Lucy Boyles- Blue, Gavin Beesley- Blue

**Fiber Arts:** Jacee Theurer- Purple, Grand, Lorelei Stafford- Blue, Reserve

**Booths and Banners:** Will be judged after Friday.

**Photography:** Kelly Theurer- Purple, Grand, Brooklyn Campbell- Blue, Wyatt Harlan- Purple, Wesley Weishaar- Blue, Aidan Beesley- Blue, Aidan Beesley- Blue, Brooklyn Campbell- Purple, Reserve, Wesley Weishaar- Blue

**Crops and Hort:** Blayr Nance- Blue, Kelly Theurer- Blue, Kelly Theurer- Blue, Grand, Blayr Nance- Red, Blayr Nance- Red, Blayr Nance- Blue

**Woodwork:** Wyatt Harlan- Purple

**Robotics:** Lorelei Stafford- Red, Samuel Meyer- Red

**Entomology:** Lorelei Stafford- Red, Wesley Weishaar- Purple, Grand

**Visual Arts:** Jacee Theurer- Blue, Lucy Boyles- Purple, Grand, Gavin Beesley- Blue, Reserve, Wyatt Harlan, Red, Aidan Beesley- Blue, Lorelei Stafford- Red, Will Theurer- White, James Ebner- Blue

Things have certainly been different this year and we appreciate those who have been so flexible and willing to try out new things!

4-H Livestock Show Results

**Beef:** Craig Bradbury BC, – Blue, Jhett Maudlin, BC, – Blue, Grand, Samuel Meyer, BC, – Blue Reserve, Kelly Theurer, BC, – Blue, Jacee Theurer – Blue, Jacee Theurer – Blue, Grand


**Goats:** Jace Baker – Blue, Jace Baker, Blue, Reserve, Aidan Beesley – Blue, Aidan Beesley – Blue, Grand, Gavin Beesley, Blue, Gavin Beesley – Blue, Callie Locke – Blue, Callie Locke – Blue, Blayr Nance – Blue, Ashton Mason – Blue, Rae Anna Mason – Blue, Grand, Averie Stull – Blue, Reserve, Ashton Still – Blue, Blayr Nance, Breeding Meat Goat – Blue, Grand

**Sheep:** Brooklyn Campbell, Ewes - Blue, Grand, Brooklyn Campbell – Blue, Brooklyn Campbell – Blue, Brooklyn Campbell – Blue, Grand, Claire Ginter – Blue, Claire Ginter – Blue, Harper Ginter – Blue, Allie Meeker – Blue, Reserve, Laney Meeker – Blue, Blayr Nance - Blue
As of now the Farm Bureau has decided to cancel the dessert contest for safety reasons. They are working on coming up with an idea to still try to give each club the opportunity to participate in some way. Once we have heard from them we will let you know!

**Calendar & Upcoming Events**

August 2nd – Livestock Auction  
September 21st – 4-H Council Meeting